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The Isle aux Morts Shipwreck: A Contribution to 
Seventeenth-Century Material Culture in Newfoundland
Gaëlle Dieulefet
Known since the 1980s as a “French” shipwreck, the underwater 
remains of a wooden sailing ship at Isle aux Morts in southwest 
Newfoundland, near Port-aux-Basques, shed light on the transatlan-
tic fishery as it extended into the Gulf of St. Lawrence in the seven-
teenth century (Loewen and Delmas, 2012; Weyers, 2009; Barkham, 
1984). Although this region was part of the French Shore, most of 
the ships that fished in this part of Newfoundland were Basque in 
origin, making this a plausible cultural affiliation for the shipwreck. 
However, seventeenth-century archaeological references for Basque 
sites around the Gulf of St. Lawrence are still few (Figure 1), in 
contrast to the sixteenth century and its emblematic whaling stations 
at Red Bay, Chateau Bay, and Middle Bay and the wreck of the San 
Juan lost at Red Bay in 1565, all of which provide a chronological 
anchor for the material culture associated with these transatlantic 
fishers. In analyzing the Isle aux Morts collection, we have sought 
to understand its origin within the changing dynamics of the seven-
teenth-century Newfoundland fishery (Figure 2). Although limited 
in scope, the collection contrasts with those from pre-1630 Basque 
sites (Grenier et al., 2007). It has some similarities, however, to the 
Petit-Mécatina collection, which may date in part to the seventeenth 
century (Herzog, 2011). This small but significant collection can 
henceforth be seen as a reference for Basque material culture in the 
mid-to later seventeenth century.
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The Isle aux Morts Wreck: Discovery and Investigation by the 
NMAS
Research on the Isle aux Morts shipwreck (CjBs-1) began in 1981 
with the discovery of an astrolabe by local recreational diver Wayne 
Mushrow, leading to two years of research headed by the Newfound-
land Marine Archaeology Society (NMAS).1 Located in southwest 
Newfoundland about 13 km from Cape Ray (Figure 3), the wreck was 
surveyed by underwater archaeologists in 1982 as part of operations 
that included the port area of Great Burin Harbour in Placentia Bay, 
also used in the seventeenth century by Basque fishers (NMAS, 1982: 
196).2 The first discoveries at Isle aux Morts were four iron cannons3 
and four anchors4 scattered in about 10 metres of water. Sub-bottom 
vestiges were overlain by up to 50 cm of sediments, extending over a 
distance of about 26 metres and covering an area of about 820 square 
metres. Numerous artifacts were visible on the surface, including a 
French coin stamped “1638.” Following this inventory, the site was 
Figure 1. Main Basque sites in the northeastern Gulf of St. Lawrence.
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declared a provincial historic site in 1983 and two further investiga-
tions were conducted in 1983 and 1984.
Figure 2. Some of the material culture from the Isle aux Morts shipwreck, site CjBs-1 
(The Rooms Corporation of Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada, Provincial Muse-
um Division; photo: Gaëlle Dieulefet).
Figure 3. Location of the Isle aux Morts shipwreck in southwest Newfoundland.
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The team’s 1983 investigation was led by Sheri O. Smith, with the 
aims of defining the site’s extent and ascertaining the wreck’s nature 
(Smith, 1983: 142). Smith reported that the wreck was preserved over 
a length of 26.5 metres, and was oriented east–west (Smith, 1983: 
143). The cannons and the anchors, already seen in 1982, were mapped 
into a general site plan, along with visible architectural remains that 
showed the hull’s outline and identified the bow at the eastern end 
of the site. A test pit excavated near the bow brought 170 artifacts or 
fragments to light, and the report mentions the discovery of fishing 
tools that are not in the site’s collection.
The artifact inventory (Table 1) by Diana Baird5 shows that 
wood remains represent the greater part of the recovered objects (96 
items), followed by leather (31 items), ceramic (14 items), and metal 
(10 items) (NMAS, 1983: 19). Other inventoried materials include 
glass (3 items), ferrous concretions (2 items), sulphur (1 item), tex-
tile (2 items), and faunal remains (4 items). The wooden objects are 
mostly ship fragments,6 as well as pulleys and sheaves, cask staves, 
stowage wedges, and fragments of a turned-wood porringer. An un-
identified element may be part of the internal mechanism of a bilge 
pump. Leather shoe and boot fragments, metal elements including 
fishing weights, and ceramics were recovered during this campaign. 
The only faunal remains were a walrus tusk and the penis bone (bacu-
lum) of a marine mammal.
The NMAS returned to the site in the summer of 1984. Protec-
tion measures taken the previous year to preserve the remains (wooden 
hoarding and sandbags) were apparently not enough to protect the 
highest parts of the wreck from wave action and natural erosion. Sev-
eral timber ends, as well as the cannons, projected out of the sedi-
ments. Various artifacts had become uncovered, including leather and 
planks. The area of test pits N1-E12 and S1-E14 (Figure 4), already 
disturbed by clandestine divers following the site’s 1981 discovery, 
had received the same treatment after the team’s departure in 1983. 
The baseline had been moved, concretions broken, and objects scat-
tered around on the surface. Nevertheless, parts of the wreck remained 
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undisturbed (Moir, Barron, and Wilansky, in NMAS, 1984: 14). Fol-
lowing a brief inspection in the summer of 1984, no other investiga-
tions were undertaken on the Isle aux Morts shipwreck due to a lack of 
funding. The team, however, made several recommendations in light of 
the wreck’s historic significance and the need to protect it until a fuller 
excavation could be conducted. When these investigations came to an 
end, the wreck’s origin still remained unknown. In a later assessment 
of the artifact assemblage, however, Amanda Crompton drew atten-
tion to the French provenance of some ceramics, including one piece 
from the Saintonge region (Crompton, 2001).










1 Arc with grooved rim
1 Heart block
2 Partial deadeyes




Leather 2 Boot soles & partial uppers
1 Inner boot upper
2 Boot soles
2 Heel reinforcements
1 Inner boot sole





1 Heel insole with wedge
1 Boot upper





6 Rope or twine fragments
1 Oakum
2 Domestic animal horns
1 Walrus tusk
1 baculum of a marine 
mammal
Ceramic 2 Fragments of a chafing dish
1 Ceramic jug
12 Fragments
3 Clay pipe stems
Metal 2 Pewter fragments
3 Lead weights (teardrop shape)
5 Lead shot (Diam. 0.5cm)
1 Lead shot (Diam. 1.2 cm)
1 Metal flask
1 Lead scrap
1 Brass wing nut
4 Cannons (in situ)
4 Anchors (in situ)
Glass 3 Glass fragments
Other 3 Sulphur lump
2 Concretions
Source: Baird in NMAS (1983: 21).
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Architectural Remains
The site reports allow only a summary description of the hull remains 
(Figure 4). In its 1983 report, the NMAS estimated that about 30 per 
cent of the hull had survived. The frame ends were visible along both the 
starboard (south) and port (north) sides. Those on the port side were in 
excellent condition, while their opposite numbers on the starboard side 
were more exposed and severely attacked by shipworm. A hull segment, 
possibly detached from the rest of the articulated remains, lay to the 
north of the port frames. Scattered futtocks and floor timbers, visible at 
the surface of the sea-floor sediments and detached from the main ves-
tige, provided some clues to the wreck event. Their fracture close to the 
keel led archaeologists to suggest that a violent shock had shattered the 
hull and dislocated the front of the keelson. The bow (to the east) was 
heavily damaged. Conversely, the stern area (to the west) was in better 
condition and divers could observe the room and space of the frames 
— although no measures are recorded. In addition to the transversal 
frames, two lengthwise hull reinforcements were observed on the star-
board (south) side. The edges of these timbers were bevelled and their 
curvature followed the internal shape of the hull. On their lower (north) 
edge, two dovetail mortises hand been cut 5 cm apart. The report also 
mentions ceiling planks, about 5 cm thick, that alternated with thicker 
timbers and may be footwales or beam shelves (Smith, 1983: 153).
At more than 26 metres in length, the Isle aux Morts ship was 
bigger than the San Juan, wrecked at Red Bay in 1565, which mea-
sured 14.73 metres at the keel and 22 metres between the tops of the 
stem and the sternpost (Loewen, 2007: 28). The San Juan had three 
masts, three decks, a cargo capacity of about 250 tons, and a draught of 
4 metres when fully loaded. While the Isle aux Morts report contains 
no architectural clues to the wreck’s origin or date, the observation of 
detached and isolated floor timbers and futtocks may be a sign of the 
characteristic “floating futtock” frame structure of the San Juan and 
other Iberian wrecks of the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries 
(Grenier et al., 2007; Oertling, 2001). 
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The NMAS report also provides clues to the circumstances of the 
disaster and the site’s formation process. Located about 20 metres from 
shore, the wreck is at the entrance of a small cove where shelter from 
high winds and heavy seas could be found. The anchors’ proximity to 
the bow indicates that they were on board at the time of the wreck, thus 
Figure 4. Detail of the site plan drawn by Sheri Smith in 1983 (NMAS Annual Re-
port, 1983: 18).
Figure 5. Presumed route of the ship before wrecking on east coast of Isle aux Morts.
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the vessel was underway and not moored at the time of the disaster. 
The ship appears to have been heading eastward, having cut through 
a gap in the barrier of reefs and islands on its way to the cove (Figure 
5). Given the complexity of the channel, it is hard to imagine that the 
pilot had strayed here fortuitously; however, the closest fishing station 
known through historical maps was 10 kilometres away at Port-aux-
Basques (Barkham, 1987; Weyers, 2009). In its underwater context, 
the wreck lies in a sandy “gulch” between east–west-trending rocky 
ridges that the ship may have struck while running for shelter. The site 
plan suggests that the hull is heavily tilted to the starboard (south). 
Since the port side projected higher up, it was more exposed and the 
hull fractured on this side, detaching its upper portion (Figure 5).
Material Culture from the Isle aux Morts Shipwreck
In contrast to the hull remains, the material culture from the site adds 
greatly to our understanding of the wreck’s origin and date. The Isle 
aux Morts shipwreck is unique for the temporal indicators recovered 
in three short reconnaissance surveys, especially the Mushrow astro-
labes and the coins that provide a confident terminus post quem. 
Mushrow I and II astrolabes
In 1981, Wayne Mushrow discovered the first astrolabe in a Canadian 
maritime context. Remarkably, 10 years later he discovered a second 
astrolabe on the same wreck that brought the global astrolabes col-
lection to 84 examples (Figure 6). The Mushrow I astrolabe bears the 
date “1628” as well as the inscription “Y DYAS” (Smith, 1983: 151). 
As for the Mushrow II astrolabe, it is slightly older, having the date 
“1617” and the signature“ADRIAN HOLLAND.” A French origin 
has been proposed for Mushrow II from 1617 (Garcia Ortiz, 2005: 
84), and a Portuguese origin for Mushrow I from 1628. The latter 
attribution can now be confirmed. A comparable astrolabe, Atocha 
IV, bears the date “1614” and the same maker’s name “Y DYAS” (Pi-
cas do Vale, 1998: 102). It was discovered on the Nuestra Señora de 
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Atocha shipwreck lost in Florida in 1622 (Costa Canas, 2014: 135). 
The Atocha IV and Mushrow I astrolabes are distinctive in that they 
are graduated for zenith distance only, a Portuguese innovation that 
allowed easier use in maritime navigation (Garcia Ortiz, 2005: 31, 
36). Mushrow I and II are the crown jewels of the collection and have 
been chosen as symbols of the town of Isle aux Morts, located on the 
mainland opposite the island of the same name. 
The French and Portuguese astrolabes are also clues to the ship’s 
origin. Of 105 early marine astrolabes known in the world, bearing 
dates from 1540 to 1656, no fewer than 43 have a known or pre-
sumed Portuguese maker (Castro et al., 2015). A closer look at the 
Portuguese astrolabes shows that 32 were recovered from shipwrecks. 
Of these, 14 were found on Portuguese ships, 14 on Spanish ships, 
and three on Dutch VOC (East India Company) ships, with the last 
being the Mushrow I specimen from Isle aux Morts. Except for four 
specimens from the sixteenth century, the dates of Portuguese astro-
labes from Spanish and Dutch shipwrecks cluster from 1602 to 1632. 
Recalling that Spain governed both Portugal and the Spanish Neth-
erlands during these years, it appears to have been normal for Spanish 
and Dutch ships to carry Portuguese-made instruments. 
Figure 6. Mushrow I (1628) and Mushrow II (1617) astrolabes, Isle aux Morts ship-
wreck (Courtesy The Rooms Corporation of Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada, 
Provincial Museum Division).
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The repertoire of early French astrolabes is much smaller. Only 
five examples have a known or presumed French maker, including the 
one from Isle aux Morts, which is also the only French astrolabe from 
a wreck (Castro et al., 2015). Four of these instruments are stamped 
between 1602 and 1643; the last is undated. This small assemblage 
allows us only to suggest that French astrolabes did not reach a wider 
market during these years. The distribution areas of French and Por-
tuguese astrolabes appear to meet at the border of France and Spain, 
which was overlapped by the Basque Country. 
French coins
Two dated copper coins further circumscribe the origin and date of the 
Isle aux Morts wreck.8 The truncated inscription on one coin, stamped 
“1638,” is complemented by that of the second, which reads“XIII R D 
FRAN ET” and, on the opposite side, “OURNOIS” (Crompton, 2001: 
3). These residual inscriptions identify the coins as double tournois 
stamped with the effigy of Louis XIII, King of France and Navarre 
from 1610 to 1643, whose inscriptions originally read:
“LOYS.XIII.R.DE.FRA.ET.NAVA”
and
“. . . . DOUBLE.TOVRNOIS.1638”
Ceramic vessels
The Isle aux Morts collection holds elements of five coarse earth-
enware containers and one tin-glazed object. Two fragments of a 
pharmaceutical pot are in the seventeenth-century Saintonge poly-
chrome style (Chapelot, 1975: 26). They have a clear or greenish 
glaze on the inside and an outer decor of alternating vertical bands of 
cobalt (blue), antimony (yellow), and manganese (brownish purple) 
oxides. One fragment includes the pot’s lower portion with its annu-
lar base, and the other includes the upper portion showing a simple, 
grooved rim and a concave body (Figures 7.3 and 7.4). The paste, 
beige in colour, is very hard and has fine ferrous inclusions, similar to 
the “Saintonge coarse earthenware 1.1.1.101” as described by Parks 
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Canada (Gauvin, 1995: 48). Excavators at Fort Pentagoët in the 
1980s dubbed this ceramic “clown ware” for its flamboyant decor 
of polychrome bands. Other examples have been recovered at Fort 
Pentagoët in levels dating to 1635–54, at Fort Latour from a sim-
ilar period (Faulkner and Faulkner, 1987: 194, 196), at the Maison 
Perthuis in Quebec City before 1690 (L’Anglais, 1994: 61), and at 
Pointe-à-Callière in Montreal in levels from 1642 to 1688 (Brad 
Loewen, personal communication, 2018). No examples of this type 
are known in Canada after 1690, when other pastes, glazes, and forms 
of Saintonge pottery begin to appear. 
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Saintonge earth-
enware was expedited in large quantities from the La Chapelle-des-
Pots area to Port-Berteau on the Charente River, and from there to 
La Rochelle. This merchant port was a major source of salt for the 
transatlantic cod fishery, and many ships stopped here before crossing 
the Atlantic (Chapelot and Rieth, 2007:12). Saintonge pottery found 
in North America generally falls into two types. Examples with poly-
chrome glaze and hard, beige paste are found in seventeenth-century 
contexts, between 1630 and 1690 approximately. Examples with green 
glaze, salmon-coloured paste, and a whitish slip occur in French colo-
nial contexts from about 1690 to 1760. In addition, some unslipped, 
yellow-glazed examples from the eighteenth century are attributed to 
Saintonge (Losier et al., this volume).
Other ceramics in the Isle aux Morts collection may come from 
the Bordeaux hinterland. This interpretation arises from the striking 
resemblance between the large porringer from the wreck (Figure 7.1) 
and examples found in a seventeenth-century production context at 
Sadirac (Figure 8), an important pottery centre located about 15 km 
southeast of Bordeaux. These wares were shipped on fluvial gabarres to 
Bordeaux, where pottery merchants chose among a wide range of 
products from different suppliers (Fabre-Dupont Maleret, 1997: 245, 
246). In the middle of the eighteenth century, no less than 150 pottery 
workshops in the Bordeaux hinterland offered a vast array of common 
earthenware products (BRGM, 1995: 54).
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Comparison with this production centre leaves little room for 
doubt as to the Sadirac origin of the Isle aux Morts example. The por-
ringer was thrown in a buff paste, slightly orange on the surface, with 
quartz and mica inclusions and a temper of ferrous nodules. There is 
no slip on the surface. The lead glaze, restricted to a few drops that 
have fallen from an object higher up in the kiln, is coloured with 
copper oxide producing an intense forest green hue. Except possibly 
for the slightly orange tint, the paste composition is like the descrip-
tion provided for “coarse green-glazed French earthenware 1.1.1.11” 
in the Parks Canada classification (Gauvin, 1995: 17; Brassard and 
Leclerc, 2001: 28–29). The slightly orange aspect, which is very even 
and appears superficial, may be an iron oxide deposit that leached out 
of the ferrous temper during the object’s underwater sojourn. This 
visual identification may eventually be confirmed by archaeometric 
comparison with Sadirac pastes and glazes (Monette et al., 2010; 
Guindon, 2013: 101).
A provenance is harder to assign for the pot (Figure 7.2) and the 
chafing dishes. These objects are thrown in a paste that is similar to 
the porringer and bear the same partial green lead glaze, with no slip. 
If the origin is indeed French (and not an undetermined Iberian prov-
enance), we may suggest a production centre in southwest France, 
covering Saintonge and the Entre-Deux-Mers region where Sadirac 
is located. The paste, however, is not fully typical of frequently oc-
curring examples on New France sites, according to the descriptions 
retained by Parks Canada for two potentially comparable categories, 
type 1.1.1.11 “coarse green-glazed French earthenware” and type 
1.1.1.101 “Saintonge coarse earthenware” (Gauvin, 1995: 17, 48). 
With regard to the “French” catogory, it is the slightly orange tinge 
to the buff colour — possibly a superficial oxyde — that differentiates 
the Isle aux Morts fabric. A Saintonge provenance, however, can be 
excluded, since the absence of a slip at Isle au Morts deviates from 
green-glazed Saintonge ware, and the paste colour and composition 
are unmistakably different from known Saintonge types. Again, ar-
chaeometric analysis may answer the question of this pot’s origin, as 
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the Saintonge and Sadirac wares have been characterized and clearly 
distinguished (Monette et al., 2010; Guindon, 2013).
Figure 7. Typology of shipboard ceramic artifacts collected from the Isle aux Morts 
wreck. (1) CjBs-1:3; (2) CjBs-1:19; (3) CjBs-1:36; (4) CjBs-1:35; (5) CjBs-1:46 (The 
Rooms Corporation of Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada, Provincial Museum 
Division; drawing, photo, and vectorization: Gaëlle Dieulefet).
Figure 8. Porringer from the Sadirac pottery centre (Courtesy Sadirac Pottery Mu-
seum).
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In its morphological details, the pot has a pinched spout and 
a handle with an oval cross-section that is attached to the lip of 
the everted rim, which is shaped so as to receive a cover. Traces of 
fire-blackening on the body confirm the vessel’s use on board the ship. 
As for the fragment of a chafing dish (CjBs-1:41), it matches a com-
plete example presently exhibited in The Rooms Provincial Museum 
(Figure 9). While its paste and glaze are similar to those of the pot, its 
fabrication is more elaborate. Set on a hollow pedestal (piédouche) and 
equipped with two strap handles, the everted upper portion is topped 
by an undulating filigree made from a roll of clay. Beyond its aesthetic 
quality, the filigree has a practical function in creating an opening be-
tween the chafing dish and the pot set above for evacuating excess 
heat, generated by the embers or hot water in the chafing dish. 
At the time of Crompton’s initial assessment of the Isle aux Morts 
ceramics in 2001, a French origin was proposed for the coarse earth-
enware, namely Saintonge in the La Rochelle hinterland (Crompton, 
2001: 1). While a Saintonge provenance seems correct for the poly-
chrome pharmaceutical pot, research since 2001 sheds new light on 
the other pieces. Since this research is in French and Spanish, it may 
be useful here to summarize where it stands today. 
Figure 9. Chafing (warming) dish collected from the Isle aux Morts wreck on display 
at The Rooms Provincial Museum in St. John’s (The Rooms Corporation of Newfound-
land and Labrador, Canada, Provincial Museum Division; photo Gaëlle Dieulefet).
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Green-glazed coarse earthenware is very common on Cana-
dian sites from the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, and is also 
found in Newfoundland (Crompton, 2012: 409–10; St. John, 2011: 
85–86). Three major types have been recognized, although a small 
number of specimens do not fall into them. The most common type, 
forming anywhere up to 85 per cent of shards in French colonial 
assemblages (Monette et al., 2010), has a buff body with ferrous 
nodules, a somewhat brittle texture, and a dark forest-green glaze. 
Examples of this type were found in the 1970s on the wreck of the 
Machault, and were attributed to Saintonge (Barton, 1977, 1978; 
Dagneau, 2008: 224–37). When this origin was refuted (Niellon and 
Moussette, 1985: 223–25), for some years the type was simply assigned 
to “France” (Gauvin, 1995: 17–18; Brassard and Leclerc, 2001: 28–29). 
Since then, attention has focused on Sadirac near Bordeaux, one of the 
most prolific pottery centres in France with more than 100 workshops 
and 50 kilns known for each quarter-century between 1650 and 1750. 
Visual comparison of Sadirac and Canadian materials shows similar 
pastes, forms, and glazes, although Sadirac variability is greater than 
in Canada. Geochemical comparison of Canadian material with wast-
ers from four workshops in Sadirac showed similarities, but no precise 
matches. The researchers suggested widening the study to include more 
workshops (Loewen, 2004; Monette et al., 2010). 
The second type is found in French colonial contexts dated after 
about 1690, and typically forms less than 5 per cent of shards on a 
given site (Monette et al., 2010). It has a salmon-coloured body with 
ferrous nodules, a soft porous texture, and a pale slip covered with a 
bright apple-green glaze. This is the true Saintonge green-glazed ware, 
produced around La Chapelle-des-Pots in the La Rochelle hinterland 
(Gauvin, 1995: 48–49; Brassard and Leclerc, 2001: 49–50). Geochem-
ical study has shown that Saintonge and “French” green-glazed wares 
are distinct and different in geographic origin (Monette et al., 2010). 
A third type occurs on Basque sites in Labrador and Quebec, 
dating from about 1550 to 1630 and possibly extending several de-
cades later (Gusset, 1990, 2007; Delmas, 2018). Known as Red Bay 5 
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(RB5), it has a smooth, inclusion-free, white-firing fabric, and makes 
up 9.6 per cent of shards from all Basque sites in Quebec and Labrador 
(n = 2392). About two-thirds of this fabric type has a forest-green 
glaze, with the remainder being split between yellow and clear glazes 
(Delmas and Barreiro Argüelles, 2013). Following Gusset’s charac-
terization of the Red Bay collection in 1990, researchers included 
this ware in the heterogeneous “French” type (Gusset, 1990, 2007; 
Brassard and Leclerc, 2001: 29). Since then, archaeologists in the 
Basque Country have assigned this type to workshops in Bilbao 
(Escribano-Ruiz and Barreiro Argüelles, 2016).
The three major types of green-glazed coarse earthenware found 
in Canada may thus be distinguished on the basis of their buff, salm-
on, or white fabric, supported by other traits. At the time of Cromp-
ton’s assessment of the Isle aux Morts collection in 2001, the buff 
and white fabrics were still lumped into a heterogeneous “French” 
category that was assigned variously to Saintonge and/or elsewhere in 
France, including the Bordeaux hinterland. The buff fabric found at 
Isle aux Morts matches with ceramics from the Bordeaux hinterland, 
notably from Sadirac. 
The final ceramic in the Isle aux Morts collection is an exception-
al and highly diagnostic piece originating in the Iberian Peninsula. 
It is a majolica bowl set on an annular base, thrown in a soft, beige 
paste that is fine and slightly chalky in texture. It is covered with a 
tin glaze and a thickly applied cobalt blue decor of vegetal and linear 
designs (Figure 7.5). The decor is organized around a distinctive cen-
tral motif — a cross in a circle with incurving lobes — that has no 
known parallel elsewhere in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and is unique 
to majolica produced at Muel, in Aragon south of Zaragoza, in the 
mid- to later seventeenth century (Álvaro Zamora, 2003: III, 35, 
49; Álvaro Zamora, personal communication, 2017). In the western 
hemisphere, Muel majolica is known only on Basque sites in Canada. 
While the Isle aux Morts example dates from Muel’s Christian pe-
riod after 1610, prior to this date Moorish potters crafted the dis-
tinctive majolica and lusterware porringers found at Red Bay (Myles, 
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2007: 124) and other Basque sites on the north shore of the Gulf 
(Escribano-Ruiz and Barreiro Argüelles, 2016). This bowl’s Muel 
provenance is the clearest indicator of a Basque origin for the Isle aux 
Morts shipwreck, and its date range corresponds with the site’s other 
chronological indicators. 
In investigating this exceptional piece, we also considered a pos-
sible Portuguese origin. Majolica bowls from Coimbra factories have 
a similar shape, but their decor is different, as seen on specimens from 
the Mosteiro de Santa Clara-a-Velha (Formigo, 2014: Appendix 371, 
FF 1069) and the Mosteiro de São Jão de Tarouca (Sebastian, 2015: 
132, 257). These bowls occur in contexts dated between 1575 and 1625, 
and are thus potentially older than the piece from Isle aux Morts. In 
North America, Portuguese majolica is found in seventeenth-centu-
ry New England (Pendery, 1999) and, in Newfoundland, on English 
sedentary fishing stations in the eastern and northern Avalon Penin-
sula, as at Ferryland where it is abundant in the seventeenth centu-
ry (Gaulton and Casimiro, 2015; Stoddart, 2000: 161–63). However, 
none of the decors reported on English colonial sites resembles the 
Isle aux Morts bowl. In contrast, Portuguese majolica is generally not 
found on French colonial sites in Canada, and is notably absent at 
Plaisance and Dos-de-Cheval in Newfoundland (Crompton, 2012: 
414; St. John, 2011: 74–79). In sum, the lack of similar Portuguese 
decors and the lack of colonial French associations for Portuguese ma-
jolica lend support to a Muel origin for the Isle aux Morts bowl and, 
by extension, to a Basque identity for the ship itself.
Apparel
Among the artifacts related to apparel, at least 16 fragmentary pieces 
of low shoes and boots were recovered. In contrast to footwear exam-
ples from the sixteenth century at Red Bay (Davis, 2007a: 139), the 
low shoes from Isle aux Morts all have raised heels. In this respect they 
are similar to shoes from the site of the Dauphine (Figure 10), wrecked 
in 1704 at Saint-Malo (L’Hour and Veyrat, 2002: 63). They are nev-
ertheless different from shoes found on the Machault, a Basque-built 
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ship that was outfitted in Bordeaux and scuttled in Chaleur Bay in 
1760 (Dagneau, 2008: 215). Footwear specialist Stephen Davis has 
remarked that leather shoes tend not to show regional styles from 
the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries, but rather change over time 
according to international trends in fashion and technology (Davis, 
2007a: 149). Raised heels, constructed from leather layers that were 
pegged together (Figures 11.1 and 11.2), thus may have been com-
monplace in the seventeenth century. The men’s shoes are generally 
identical for the right and the left foot. The sole was symmetrical so 
as to be interchangeable. Having similar shoes allowed a pair to be 
reconstituted more easily if one shoe was lost. Another sole, likely 
belonging to a boot (Figure 11.3), includes the insole (Figure 11.4). 
Rounding out the modest apparel assemblage, a cloth fragment, likely 
made of wool (Figure 11.5), offers a glimpse of the clothing of trans-
atlantic Basque fishers, and is comparable to apparel items found at 
Red Bay (Davis, 2007b: 244; Dubuc, 2002). 
Figure 10. Mariner’s shoe of the Dauphine, 1704, NAT 1182 (Teddy Seguin, Adramar).
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Rigging
The rigging pieces recovered from the Isle aux Morts wreck are main-
ly fragments of wooden pulleys and hawser-laid rope, including one 
rope fragment measuring 2 cm in diameter (Figure 12). Rigging ele-
ments bring a greater understanding to the wreck, as each piece had a 
specific role in the ship’s operation and the rigging plan was adapted 
to the vessel’s size, activity, and the region in which it sailed. A small, 
incomplete deadeye, 3.2 cm thick and roved to seat a surrounding 
rope, may belong to the standing rigging and especially the shrouds 
(Figure 13.1), although a similar example from the San Juan (Figure 
14) has been linked to the running rigging (Bradley, 2007: 8). As 
well, the Isle aux Morts rigging elements include two fragments of 
pulley blocks (Figures 13.2 and 13.3) measuring 13.5 and 19 cm in 
length, each with a peripheral rove and a hole for the pin, respectively 
2.4 and 3 cm in diameter. While difficult to interpret, the small size 
of these pulleys is consistent with examples from the 1565 San Juan 
(Figure 15). In addition to their small dimensions for a relatively 
large ship, the sheaves and blocks have an unusual wood grain direc-
tion that is typical of sixteenth-century Basque ships. The direction of 
Figure 11. Boot, low shoe with heel, and fragment of textile from the Isle aux Morts 
wreck. (1) CjBs-1:80; (2) CjBs-1:74, length 28 cm, width 11 cm; (3) on display at the 
Rooms Provincial Museum in St. John’s; (4) CjBs-1:77, length 31 cm, width 12 cm; (5) 
CjBs-1 (Courtesy The Rooms Corporation of Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada, 
Provincial Museum Division; photo: Gaëlle Dieulefet).
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the wood grain shows that the pulleys were carved from quarter-sawn 
planks, in contrast to later examples that were carved from whole-
trunk slices so that the pulley’s centre corresponded to the tree’s core. 
The Isle aux Morts pulley block is also similar in size and hole style 
to examples from the fleet lost at La Hougue, Normandy, in 1692 
(L’Hour and Veyrat, 1996: 402). These features contrast sharply with 
the larger size, more oblong shape, and deeply roved sides of eigh-
teenth-century blocks and pulleys that are generally in elm, ash, or 
a tropical wood such as gaïac, and whose wood grain is oriented 
perpendicularly to that of the Isle aux Morts and sixteenth-century 
Basque shipwrecks (Dagneau, 2008: 40). 
A well-preserved sheave has a diame-
ter of 9.5 cm, a pin hole measuring 3.2 cm, 
and a thickness of 3 cm (Figure 13.4). As 
in the pulleys, the direction of the wood 
grain shows that the piece was obtained 
by sawing through the parent tree tangen-
tially so that the grain crosses the sheave’s 
circular area, a characteristic typical of 
sheaves from the San Juan and other six-
teenth-century wrecks. In contrast, sheaves 
from eighteenth-century wrecks were 
obtained by sawing through a tree trans-
versally, so that the heartwood is found 
at the centre of the sheave’s circular area, 
surrounded by concentric growth rings as 
on the Dauphine from Normandy, wrecked 
in 1704 (L’Hour and Veyrat, 2002: 58). A 
final block fragment is difficult to identify 
(Figure 13.5). It has a width of 10 cm, a thickness of 3.5 cm, and two 
holes measuring 4.5 cm wide. It may be a kind of fiddle block with two 
sheaves. As a group, the pieces’ modest dimensions and their presumed 
discovery near the stern (west) of the wreck may indicate that they 
were part of the mizzen rigging.
Figure 12. Rope fragment 
(diameter 2 cm) from the 
Isle aux Morts wreck (The 
Rooms Corporation of 
Newfoundland and Lab-
rador, Canada, Provincial 
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The artifacts discovered on the Isle aux Morts wreck allow us 
to date the site between 1638 and about 1690. Their origins point 
to that of a ship that had access to supplies from both France and 
Spain. These data indicate a possible origin in the Basque Country, a 
Figure 13. Rigging elements from the Isle aux Morts wreck (The Rooms Corporation 
of Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada, Provincial Museum Division; photo: Gaëlle 
Dieulefet).
Figure 14. Deadeye from the San Juan, 
1565, 24M14M24 (Parks Canada).
Figure 15. Pulley block from the San Juan, 
1565, 24M24N5 (Parks Canada).
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hypothesis that is not discordant with historical information on the 
Basque fisheries in Canada. We will summarize this information and 
compare it with the archaeological record, with a view to proposing 
a more precise context and origin for the Isle aux Morts shipwreck.
Basque Fisheries Expansion around the Gulf
According to the historical record, the Basque transatlantic fisheries be-
gan in 1517 and lasted about two and a half centuries. In the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence, this activity was characterized by a series of geographic dis-
placements over time (Figure 16). Brad Loewen and Vincent Delmas 
have theorized these displacements as periods that were shaped by geo-
political events (Loewen and Delmas, 2012). In the first period, un-
til about 1580, cod fishers and whalers occupied the gateways to the 
Gulf, setting up seasonal stations in Placentia Bay, on Cape Breton 
Island, around Canso, and in the Strait of Belle Isle. Ships from Spain, 
which were the majority throughout the Basque fisheries, also played 
a geopolitical role in blocking French and English navigation farther 
west into the Gulf. Their control of access ended abruptly after the 
1578 whaling season in the Strait of Belle Isle, opening the floodgates 
of European navigation into the Gulf (Loewen and Delmas, 2012). 
Moving westward in the wake of Malouin traders, Basques from 
Saint-Jean-de-Luz in Lapurdi set up whaling and trading stations at 
the mouth of the Saguenay (Turgeon, 1995). These events set in mo-
tion the second period of the Basque fisheries, from approximately 
1580 to 1635. In these years, Basques occupied various places along 
the north shore of the Gulf, from Labrador to the Tadoussac region, as 
well as in the southern Gulf from Cape Breton Island to Chaleur Bay. 
The material culture from these pre-1635 Basque sites has been 
extensively studied. Sites from the Strait of Belle Isle, especially Red 
Bay, have yielded a highly distinctive material culture that is widely 
associated with these first two Basque periods. It is associated with 
masonry ovens for transforming whale blubber into oil, and with the 
remains of seasonal buildings (nails, roof tiles, post holes, flooring, 
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wooden wall remains) (Grenier et al., 2007). In the Tadoussac region, 
the smaller sites of Île-aux-Basques and Anse-à-la-Cave (Lalande, 
1994) show several similarities to those in the Strait of Belle Isle, par-
ticularly the ceramics that originate in pottery centres in the Basque 
Country and elsewhere in the Iberian Peninsula (Escribano-Ruiz and 
Barreiro Argüelles, 2016). Covering about a century, this highly dis-
tinctive material culture is found on Basque sites all along the north 
shore of the Gulf, from the Atlantic to the Saguenay (Delmas, 2018).
Also during the 1580–1635 period, the Basque cod fishery ex-
panded from Placentia Bay to western Newfoundland, pioneering a 
series of ports in a south-to-north progression that continued into 
the third period of the Basque fisheries, from 1635 to 1713 (Figure 
17). We find Basque cod-fishing ships in 1590 at Bay St. George 
and Port au Port (Ophor Portu), by the 1630s in the Bay of Islands 
(Tres Irlak) and at Port au Choix (Portutxoa), and by about 1650 at 
Ferolle (Echaide Portu) near the Strait of Belle Isle (Bélanger, 1971; de 
Gandía, 1942; Barkham, 1989). Newfoundland’s west coast became an 
Figure 16. Detail of the portulan map of North Atlantic “Faict à Sainct Jean de Luz 
par moy Denis de Rotis 1674” (GE SH ARCH 21; source: Bibliothèque nationale 
de France).
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exclusive Basque fishing ground, to such an extent that mapmakers in 
the 1670s and 1680s labelled it the “Côte Basque” (Egaña Goya, 1995). 
Basque presence in western Newfoundland is known from 1590 to 
1730 approximately, and reached its apogee in the second half of the 
seventeenth century (Losier et al., this volume). Until now, archaeo-
logical data on the Basque fisheries along this coast have been rare and 
preliminary, as they are for the 1635–1713 period in general through-
out the Gulf (Loewen and Delmas, 2012). The Isle aux Morts ship-
wreck thus adds greatly to this sparsely documented chapter of Basque 
presence in Canada. In particular, it sheds light on potential shifts in 
seventeenth-century Basque material culture, which appears to vary in 
significant ways from that of the first two periods, prior to 1635. 
Discussion
Our interpretation of the Isle aux Morts wreck suggests that the ship, 
with a crew of possibly 40–50, was underway along the coast when it 
sought to enter a secluded cove that was known to a crew member, 
perhaps to seek shelter from high winds and heavy seas. The wreck 
event, based on datable pieces of material culture, can be narrowed 
Figure 17. Geographic evolution of Basque occupations from 1530 to 1760, (upper 
left) areas occupied 1530-1580; (upper right) areas occupied 1580-1630; (lower 
left) areas occupied 1630-1713; (lower right) areas occupied 1713-1760.
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down to the half-century from 1638 to about 1690. While the two 
astrolabes and the double tournois coin provide a terminus post quem 
of 1638, the date ranges of the Saintonge polychrome coarse earth-
enware and the majolica indicate a terminus ante quem of about 1690. 
The ship’s origin, or at least that of its outfit, is indicated by the French 
coins, the French and Portuguese astrolabes, and the ceramics from 
Saintonge, the Bordeaux hinterland, and possibly Muel in Aragon. 
Among the ceramics, the most diagnostic ceramic piece is the rare ma-
jolica bowl with its datable decor, whose occurrence at Isle aux Morts 
points to a Basque supply network. 
We have thus paid special attention to the ceramic assemblage, 
from the perspective of recent research on the evolution of Basque 
material culture in the seventeenth century. Prior to about 1630, ce-
ramics found on Basque sites in the northern Gulf mostly came from 
the Iberian Peninsula, in accordance with historical data showing 
that most Basque ships and crews came from Gipuzkoa and Bizkaia 
in Spain (Escribano-Ruiz and Barreiro Argüelles, 2016). Other re-
search in the southern Gulf has shown that, after 1713, Basque-spe-
cific ceramics form a minority among common French wares on sites 
where Basque fishermen were present (Chrestien and Dufournier, 
1994; Loewen and Delmas, 2012). For the intervening period, about 
1630–1713, Vincent Delmas has suggested a certain “francisation” of 
Basque-related ceramics, based on his study of sites in the northern 
Gulf of St. Lawrence (Delmas, 2018). The Isle aux Morts assemblage 
may shed additional light on this seventeenth-century trend. 
Delmas also remarks that each ceramic provenance on Basque 
sites along the North Shore correlates with a specific food-related 
function (Delmas, 2018). We may express this correlation in terms of 
“provenance-function categories.” In so doing we may link these cat-
egories to the theoretical contribution of Charles Dagneau, who tied 
maritime artifacts’ “ship-board functions” to one of three sources: the 
ship’s owner or captain, who provided the ship itself; the outfitter 
who provided equipment and supplies for the specific voyage; or the 
crew members who brought their personal belongings. By comparing 
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different shipwrecks over time, Dagneau could track changes in the 
provenance of artifacts supplied by each of these actors, bringing 
greater precision to the longitudinal analysis of artifacts from ships 
(Dagneau, 2008). 
Using Dagneau’s approach, we may associate each “prove-
nance-function category” of ceramics on Basque fishing sites either 
with the voyage’s outfitter or with its crew members. (We are assum-
ing that the ship’s owner did not supply any of the pottery on board.) 
Among the crew members, the officers formed a recognizable sub-
group because of their higher economic status and social cohesion. 
Thus we can hypothesize that if the ship’s oufitter and crew came from 
the same region, the ceramics associated with each of them also came 
from this region. However, if the ship’s owner or captain recruited 
his crew in one region and obtained his outfit in a different region, 
we may expect the ceramics contributed by the crew and the outfitter 
also to come from different regions. In this way, we may use prov-
enance-function categories among ceramics to detect regional shifts 
in crewing and outfitting practices. Specifically, we may ask which 
ceramic categories underwent a “francisation” in the seventeenth cen-
tury, and which categories remained Iberian in origin. 
On Basque sites in the northern Gulf prior to about 1630, ceram-
ic vessels containing specialty foods came from Andalusia, Portugal, 
Bearn, and Lower Normandy. These specialty foods appear in the out-
fitting lists of Basque ships, as items supplied by an outfitter for the voy-
age. Other function-provenance categories were also likely part of the 
ship’s outfit. Cooking pots likely came from the Zamora region of León, 
while coarse earthenware jugs and pitchers that contained condiments 
and brought drinks to the table came from Basque potters in Bizkaia 
and Araba. These containers were likely supplied for use by rank-and-
file crew members. In contrast, the officers’ table was graced with majol-
ica from Muel, Talavera de la Reina in Castille, and Araba in the Basque 
Country. These finer objects may have belonged to the officers them-
selves, or were provided by the captain as part of a favoured arrangement 
(Escribano-Ruiz and Barreiro Argüelles, 2016; Delmas, 2018). 
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The pre-1630 ceramic spectrum is quite different from the ma-
terial found at Isle aux Morts. On this circa 1638–90 site in south-
west Newfoundland, the cooking pot is from Sadirac in the Bordeaux 
hinterland, while the pharmaceutical pot is from Saintonge near La 
Rochelle. These containers belonged to the ship’s general outfit, and 
thus their provenances suggest a shift from Iberian to French outfit-
ters in the Basque transatlantic fishery. In another seventeenth-century 
Basque context at Petit-Mécatina, Vincent Delmas has noted Norman 
stoneware containing specialty foods and French green-glazed coarse 
earthenware cooking pots that may be from Sadirac (Delmas, 2018). 
Here as well, French provenances occurred among objects that were 
part of the ship’s general outfit. While preliminary, these findings tend 
to show that the “francisation” suggested by Vincent Delmas was most 
apparent in the pottery supplied by the outfitters of Basque transatlan-
tic voyages. 
Historical studies of cross-border agreements within the Basque 
region show that the French Marine, during the seventeenth-century 
wars, allowed Basque fishing and whaling ships from Spain to sail for 
New France under a French flag, in exchange for purchasing supplies 
and unloading their catch in a French port (Turgeon, 1995; Loewen 
and Delmas, 2012). Saint-Jean-de-Luz became the centre of this 
cross-border outfitting industry, contributing to the port’s growth and 
prosperity in the seventeenth century (Azpiazu, 2000). In this way, 
geopolitical factors can be linked to changes in Basque outfitting prac-
tices that are visible in the ceramic record.
In contrast, the fine majolica bowl found at Isle aux Morts, used 
for individual food consumption, probably came from Muel (Aragon), 
and we may associate it with the ship’s crew and likely its officers. Thus, 
this particular “provenance-function category” shows no change since 
the sixteenth century, suggesting that the ship’s crew or at least the 
officers were recruited in Spain. Other findings of seventeenth-cen-
tury personal belongings also show a pattern of Iberian provenances. 
At Île Nue de Mingan, an otherwise unknown style of majolica, likely 
from Iberia, has been reported (Drouin, 1988). At Petit-Mécatina, 
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individual plates appear for the first time in the Basque ceramic 
repertoire, in the form of a yellow-glazed plate from Bilbao (Es-
cribano-Ruiz, 2014: 245). These findings suggest that Basque crew 
members continued to bring Iberian ceramics on board, and likely 
continued to come from Spain. Such an interpretation is supported 
by historical data showing that a majority of Basque fishing crews 
originated in Gipuzkoa in the seventeenth century (Turgeon, 1995). 
In this analysis of the Isle aux Morts assemblage, the chafing 
dish is a special case. Its provenance remains unknown, and it has no 
functional equivalent on Basque sites prior to 1630. Like the majolica 
bowl, it was likely set on the officers’ table, but since it had a collec-
tive function of warming a shared pot it may have been provided by 
the captain personally. Several seventeenth-century sites, including 
Petit-Mécatina and a looted underwater site at Rivière-Saint-Paul, 
have yielded chafing dishes, some of which lack a provenance while 
others can be assigned to Saintonge (Loewen, 2017: 174). Confirming 
this refinement in Basque shipboard dining habits, individual ceramic 
plates also became part the sailors’ table settings. 
After so many years of slumber, the Isle aux Morts site’s condition 
needs to be re-evaluated, notably to verify whether the anchors and 
cannons, essential to understanding the site, have been preserved. It 
is also necessary to pursue the test pits begun in the western part of 
the site. More data are needed about the ship’s architecture, its orga-
nization, and its identity in order to reconstruct the life of this ship 
and its crew.
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Notes
1 An astrolabe was a mariners’ device for taking astronomical measure-
ments and was used in navigation. In 1981, the site was discovered by 
the recreational divers Wayne Mushrow, Lloyd Mushrow, and Bob 
Bennett. The survey of the shipwreck was driven by the NMAS team 
composed of Austin Baird, Diana Baird, Trudy Baird, Janette Barber, 
Vernon Barber, Dave Barron, J. Coleman, R.W. Currie, Pat Dabinett, 
Dick Dunphy, Mary-Alice George, Thom Green, B. Hunt, Bruce 
MacMillan, J. Marks, Jonathan Moir, Ed O’Reilly, M. Organ, Bruce 
Payne, Warren Riess, Ulrick Savourey, Dick Swett, Marjorie Warren, 
Roy Wheeler, Gary Wilansky, and Karen Yoke.
2 Basque fishers from France, installed at Little Burin Harbour on the 
west coast of Placentia Bay, were attacked and pushed back in the 
seventeenth century by an English force (NMAS, 1982: 196). A 
century later, Basques from France were fishing at Great Burin 
Harbour. Reconnaissance carried out by the NMAS team led to the 
discovery of several artifacts, including ceramics assigned to a French 
provenance (NMAS, 1982: 198).
3 Total length of cannons:  cannon 1: 1.97m; cannon 2: 1.92m; cannon 
3: 2.45m; cannon 4: 1.93m (Ginns in NMAS, 1983: 5).
4 Total length of anchors: anchor 1: 2.7m; anchor 2: 2.4m; anchor 3: 
2m; anchor 4: 2.82m (Ginns in NMAS, 1983: 6)
5 Member of NMAS, the Newfoundland and Labrador Environment 
Network, and Artifacts Committee of NMAS.
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6 This part of the collection as it stands today seems smaller than 
indicated by the 1983 inventory. The objects described here were 
observed in November 2016 at The Rooms Provincial Museum in St. 
John’s. 
7 Among these objects, the pipe stem and the brass bolt were considered 
to be intrusive.
8 Unfortunately, at this time we have no photograph or other image of 
these double tournois coins.
